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Abstract— This paper gives suggestion to the people who are suffering from heart disease. Now-a- days lot of the
people are affecting by heart disease. In India heart disease become a major health issue as majority of the people are
unaware of this heart disease. Because of this many people are leaving their lives. In this project we are taken a
predefined dataset of heart disease which constitutes data items of 736 patients with 9 attributes. Based on this dataset
we are able to perform statistical computations on that dataset by using R programming. Finally, we design a tree
which gives probability of the patients who are suffering from heart disease. Based on this data we generate a report
on that dataset. This report contains the complete information based on the attributes and gives us an idea to know
which attributes are worst affecting the patients. Now we can give precautions and suggestions to the people who are
suffering from the heart disease.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In India Rural area people have a lack of awareness on the diseases. So, this reason may reflect the major effect on
the people life. The Government has conducted a lot of awareness programs to get awareness for the people. A Lot of
organizations are work in this Area and they are doing research on newly threatening disease to find causes for that
disease due to take awareness for the people to overcome those diseases. In the research purpose, Datasets of the disease
plays a major role to find out the solution for that problem. The Dataset is having the information about the data
corresponding to some real time matter.
We want to perform operations on the dataset using several approaches among that R-programming technique is the
best approach to perform statistical operation on Dataset . R programming is used to perform the statistical operations on
Dataset. Now R programming is widely used in many platforms in this world. Majorly R programming is using in the
automobile industry, weather forecasting, company fiscal budget analyzing purposes. Even in Bio-medical category also
R programming plays a crucial role. By using this R programming, we can perform different operations on the dataset
with the help of mathematical operations .There are a lot of mathematical operations to perform analysis on the dataset.
By using R-Studio we can perform R programming operations. This R-studio is used to perform the statistical operation
on the datasets also we can save the complete project for future reference.

Fig. 1 Dataset of Heart Disease patients
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We are gathering the information related to heart disease patients Dataset. In this dataset patients, all are suffering
from heart disease and they are doing treatment from that disease. In this data set, each row may represent the
information related to every patient behavior and each column represents the heart disease attributes. This project we
follow the tree structure approach because basically, it is very help full for this kind of projects. Tree approach helps us to
easily recognize the data than the linear approach.
We are using basic probability and set theory concepts to get the results from the dataset. Probability concepts are
used to finding out probabilities of each node representing in the tree-structure. This project we maintain a tree structure
in that tree structure is used calculate the conditional probability of different kind of data. Conditional probability majorly
used in bio-medical engineering for detecting and preventing the disease. And Set operations are very helpful for us to
recognize the data in an easier manner.
II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
A. Dataset
The dataset is having the data identified with coronary illness patients among a few healing facilities. We gather
dataset on various fields like doctor's facilities, the Internet or National therapeutic exploration focus. we arrange the
dataset into our required fashion. We have collected the information among 736 patients records related to 30 Hospitals.
A Dataset of Heart disease patients is shown in Fig. 1 .We perform Mathematical operations on dataset row wise and
column wise based on the requirement by using R-programming language. It shows our dataset into graphical manner.
Based on this operation we identify the root node for further proceeding. In the graphical representation of the Dataset is
shown in Fig. 2., Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 as given below

Fig. 2 Age group representation for different patients in the Dataset

Fig. 3 Gender representation of Dataset

Fig. 4 Age representation of Dataset
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B. Tree Structure:
After identifying the root of the dataset we start constructing a tree for easier identification of the Dataset. Our
dataset id having the major attributes like Gender, Smoking , Drinking, Blood Pressure And Age. We have arranged
attributes into tree manner and this tree plays a crucial role in the project. Because all the further proceeding is to be
based on this tree. In the dataset, gender is categorized into male and female. The major attributes of the dataset Smoking,
Alcohol, Blood Pressure is arranged in results like 0(No) or 1(Yes). Another property Age is classified into three
classifications Age1 ( Up to 25 years),Age2 (25years to 50 years) and Age3(above 50 years).The Tree structure of the
given Dataset is shown in Fig. 5

Fig. 5 Tree structure representation of Dataset
C. Statistical Operations
To arrange dataset into the above tree structure then we perform statistical operations on that dataset. We divide
entire dataset according to the tree structure. After that, we calculate the probabilities of each node mentioned in the
dataset. R-programming language helps us to perform operations on the heart disease dataset. It split the dataset into
small datasets. It named it as F,M, FS,FA,FB,MS,MA, MB etc. And then we calculate the probabilities of each subdatasets and every variable named it as Fp,Mp,FSp,FAp,FBp,MSp,MAp,MBp etc..Basic probability operation are used to
detect the results for which kind of persons are most effecting heart disease. We calculate the probabilities of each
variable based on the given formula
Probability =[No. of possible outcomes/Total no. of outcomes]
For an example
Fp = No. of female patients/Total No. of Patients in a Dataset
After getting the Results of subsets then we further divide base Dataset based on the attributes Smoking, Drinking and
Blood pressure. To get all the probabilities with their combinations.
D. Graphical Representation of Data
We represent every subset of a dataset into Venn-diagram form because it is very useful to identified each and every
combination of a sub-datasets. Based on this process we calculate every variable probability and finding out their
combinations. Venn-Diagrams are plays crucial role for this project to identify all the variables and finding out all the
variable. We consider Total Dataset is treated as sample space. Representation of Venn-Diagrams for this project is
shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. We are using basic union and intersection formulas to differentiate the Dataset into
Sub datasets.
For example
n(S U A)=n(S)+n(A)-n(S ∩ A)

Fig. 6 Venn-diagram of smoking, Alcohol and Blood Pressure
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Fig. 7 Venn –diagram representation for male Patients with respect to Age

Fig. 8 Representation of Male patients with combination of Smoking, Alcohol, Blood Pressure
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We perform statistical operations on Dataset by using R-Programming Language. We are divide Dataset into several
Sub Datasets by applying R-Programming commands on that dataset. And also we maintain comma separate value files
of sub Datasets. We prepared a report of having probability values of each node in Tree Structure. We calculate the
probability values of union and intersections of attributes mentioned in above procedure. This report I having the
probabilities of patients suffer from heart disease. In this way, That we discover which sort of patients are more impact
by Heart Disease. In view of the procedure we assess the reasons for Heart Disease . To that causes, we give Suggestions
for the general population. At the end of this project we give awareness for the people who are suffering from Heart
Disease. There are a lot of organizations doing research on new kind diseases are suffered by the people. To completion
of the research, they are announced precautions for the people who suffers to those diseases.
Finally, we prepare a report is having total probabilities of different combinations which are mentioned in our
analysis phase. The Report helps us to understand which category people are more suffering from the disease. Final
Report of this project is shown in Fig. 9 . This report is prepared in excel sheet format.

Fig. 9 Final Report of Heart Disease Patients
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
This project is helping us to give awareness for the rural people who are suffered from Heart Disease. To apply basic
Probability and set theory concepts on Dataset regarding Heart Disease patients. R-Programming language is used to
perform the operation on the Datasets. To apply this procedure into any kind of disease Dataset. R-Programming
language plays a major role in this project to obtain probabilities. Dataset is storing information regarding particular topic.
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It helps to understand the problem of the topic. R-Programming is majorly used in Data analytics side. To combine Rprogramming concept into Computer Networks concepts to reduce the traffic in metropolitan cities. R-Programming is
having special features to perform operations on any kind of dataset irrespective of the information, data etc. In future
work, we apply this kind of tree structure procedure to any kind of disease dataset to find causes therefore to create
awareness for the society. Reduce the traffic signal in metropolitan cities we use traveling salesman problem topic with
the combination of R-Programming. We collect information about daily traffic areas and every hour vehicles travel to
that junctions. Based on that information we apply computer network problem to move some vehicles into another
junction. R-Programming is used to find out company fiscal results and weather forecasting.
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